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A Poor Show of Knowing: Struggling Writers on Film and the Crisis of Rhetorical 

Agency 

 

Christine Isager, University of Copenhagen 

 

Abstract: Numerous popular film and television series present a struggling writer as a 

main character and offer an interesting site in which to study cultural representations of 

knowledge workers in a broad sense. This study investigates two specific examples: 

Jack Torrance in Stanley Kubrick's classic horror movie The Shining (1980) and Roy 

Channing in Woody Allen's dramatic comedy You Will Meet a Tall Dark Stranger 

(2010). In both cases, a "writing project" in an abstract sense is presented as a promising 

yet fragile vehicle of rhetorical agency for the main characters. The films are discussed 

in relation to the so-called agency crisis in the field of rhetoric, a scholarly debate over 

the possibility conditions and relative capability of a rhetor to affect his or her social 

world at will. This debate has evolved not just around competing metaphors for 

rhetorical agency but also around interpretations of popular film. 

 

 

 

 

Popular film and television series at once reflect and inform popular understanding of 

rhetorical practices. Cinematic portrayals of reporters, attorneys, coaches, or politicians 

who speak to motivate and move their audiences on film become tied up with our 

general understanding of rhetoric and its functions in society. In recent years, still more 

filmmakers have been exploring the cinematic potential of the intriguing if really rather 

inconspicuous rhetorical practice of writing (cf. Buchanan, Judith (ed.): The Writer on 

Film: Screening Literary Authorship. Houndmills: Palgrave MacMillan, 2013). The 

aspirations, compromises and successes of both historical and fictional characters who 

write with authority and resonance – or wish they did – have proved to have great 

popular appeal. Examples abound, and the gallery of characters span from prominent 

literary figures like Virginia Woolf (in The Hours from 2002) and Jane Austen (in 
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Becoming Jane, 2007) over journalist and author Susan Orlean and screenwriter Charlie 

Kaufman (both portrayed in Adaptation from 2006) to completely fictional characters 

such as the professional letter writer Theodore (in Her from 2013) or troubled freelance 

careerists Hank Moody and Hannah Horvath (in television series Californication (2007-

2014) and Girls (2012- ), respectively).1 Writing in these films is not typically 

considered as a way of imparting knowledge as such, which is an interesting point in 

itself. Writing is portrayed, instead, as a practice that holds promise of rhetorical 

agency, i.e., of affecting other people by way of the written word, while the writer 

possibly makes a living of this too. 

This paper looks at two American movies who demonstratively deny their 

main characters both knowledge, authority and resonance in each their endeavors to 

"write their own ticket": Jack Torrance (played by Jack Nicholson) in Stanley Kubrick's 

classic horror film The Shining (1980; adapted from Stephen King's novel from 1977) 

and Roy Channing (played by Josh Brolin) in Woody Allen's dramatic comedy You Will 

Meet a Tall Dark Stranger (2010). Both movies evoke the aesthetically and socially 

pleasing idea of the supposedly knowledgeable and creative writer at work to prepare an 

unspecified rhetorical intervention with society. This idea is evoked by way of effective 

visuals, only to collapse completely and prove to be exactly visual and no more: a mere 

show of knowing. More specifically, Kubrick and Allen depict book projects that are 

planned and carefully accommodated to in specific social settings but eventually prove 

empty of knowledge and meaning – because of a mad, automated conduct in the case of 

Jack Torrance and a blatant act of plagiarism on the part of Roy Channing. As the 

positive expectations that the writers are met with are gradually undermined, the 

fragility of rhetorical agency becomes apparent and provides potent material for horror 

as well as for comedy. 

The two particular film narratives each reduce knowledge to a matter of 

marginal importance, as their respective main characters have become so desperate to 

	
1 A Google search using the search term "movies about writers and writing" on 4.12. 
2015 establishes that this type of film is a widely recognized category of movies. Search 
results included "7 Must-See Movies About Writers | Indiewire", "IMDb: Top 80 
Movies about Writers", "Best Films About Writers, Ranked | Flavorwire" and "100 
Films About Writers/Writing – How many have you seen?". 
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perform that performance has become an end in itself. This makes knowledge a theme 

in these cinematic narratives by way of praeteritio: it is highlighted mainly by being 

bypassed. As a consequence of this, knowledge as such will not be a keyword in my 

analysis, but will be considered in relation to rhetorical agency, i.e., as a functional – or 

dysfunctional – aspect of rhetorical action. Therefore, before turning to the two films, I 

will introduce the concept of rhetorical agency, and I will be highlighting also a formal 

feature of the particular theoretical discussion that has evolved around it. The 

discussion, namely, has been informed by an exceptionally rich imagery as scholars 

have deployed elaborate metaphors and entire films to illustrate their particular 

understandings and make their points. 

 

Rich Imagery in Rhetorical Agency Theory 

The classical rhetorical tradition has both a practical and educational orientation which 

means that is has mainly been concerned with good speaking: How do we muster the 

best available means of persuasion, and how do we recognize and train the best orators? 

Yet, for all the education – the theory (ars), the steady practice (usus) and the imitation 

of good models (imitatio) – it is still complex and somewhat mysterious what exactly 

makes rhetoric effective. What makes words count and function as social action? Over 

the last few decades, discussions of this topic have been centered around the concept of 

rhetorical agency,2 and scholars have deployed a number of images and allegories in the 

theoretical discussion in an attempt to grasp the essence without sacrificing the 

complexity of the subject. 

 When Cheryl Geisler reported in Rhetoric Society Quarterly (RSQ) in 

2004 from a conference debate about rhetorical agency, she defined the concept as the 

individual rhetor's "capability to act"	("How ought we to understand the concept of 

rhetorical agency?: Report from the ARS". Rhetoric Society Quarterly 34 (3), 2004, pp. 

9-17). In a humanist vein, she defended the concept against a postmodern critique, and 

her framing of the debate caused further discussion. In 2005, also in RSQ, Christian 

Lundberg and Joshua Gunn objected to Geisler's manner of referring to agency as a 

	
2 For an account of the discussion, see for instance the section "I. Agency in Rhetorical 
Studies", in Joshua Gunn & Dana L. Cloud, "Agentic Orientation as Magical 
Voluntarism", Communication Theory 20 (2010), p. 52-57.  
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possession of the rhetor, i.e., as a resource that the individual rhetor may own and pass 

on to other people as if it were a strange substance or ectoplasm (Lundberg, Christian / 

Gunn, Joshua: "'Ouija Board, Are There Any Communications?' Agency, Ontotheology, 

and the Death of Humanist Subject, or, Continuing the ARS Conversation", Rhetoric 

Society Quarterly 35 (4), 2005, pp. 88-90).  

 Instead, in a playful and polemic spirit, Lundberg and Gunn introduced the 

spiritualist image of the ouija board to illustrate their conception of rhetorical agency in 

a posthumanist vein. At the ouija board, also known as a "spirit board" or "talking 

board", the individual participant does not control social events. Participants are 

possessed, so to speak, by the social event and are uncertain about who or what causes 

the action. They are gathered around the board that typically has the letters of the 

alphabet, the numbers 0-10 as well as a 'Yes', 'No' and 'Good Bye' written on it. Each 

participant holds a finger on a planchette that moves and spells out answers to questions 

that participants pose to spirits invoked ("are there any communications?") during a 

séance. As Lundberg and Gunn describe it,  

 

the status and possibly even the existence of the agent who originates the 

action is undecidable [ ... I]s my partner moving this thing? Am I moving 

it without even knowing it? Is it possible that some unseen spirit–a passed 

relative or worse, an evil genius–is moving the planchette (and therefore, 

us)? Although the somewhat admittedly perverse practice of talking to the 

dead is born of Kantian and Cartesian convictions, it nevertheless opens 

the question of an uncertain and unsettled subject position or disposition. 

(2005, 84-85). 

 

As Lundberg and Gunn say here, this image illustrates, on the one hand, the silliness 

and "perversion" of human beings who trust themselves with unlimited communicative 

powers. On the other hand, the scenario as a whole offers an alternative and useful 

interpretation of agency. At the ouija board, namely, the social and material 

circumstances have power to "possess" people and enable agency in a way that makes 

any causal connection between a rhetor and social change hard to point out ("Is my ... ? 

Am I ... ? Is it possible that ... ?"), and this undecidability is exactly what Lundberg and 
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Gunn make a case for. As a model for thinking about the nature of agency, this does not 

imply that rhetoric or agency is not worth studying and accounting for. On the contrary, 

the metaphor is presented as a challenge to the scholarly community to avoid facile, 

ideological explanations of the way rhetoric works in society and to embrace, instead, 

the complexity of social and material constraints on the symbolic action of individuals. 

 Carolyn Miller investigated the role of such constraints in an empirical 

vein in her 2008 article titled "What Can Automation Tell us About Agency?" (Rhetoric 

Society Quarterly 37, pp. 137-157). In this article, Miller reports on an informal survey 

in which she asked 25 instructors in composition and public speaking about devices for 

automated writing assessment as well as about Auto-Speech-EasyTM, "a revolutionary 

technology, which has benefited from major advancements in computer science and 

cognitive engineering" (139), and which is able to make automated assessments of 

student performances in public speaking. The concept for the latter technology, 

however, was fictional. It was made up for the occasion to provoke thought and enable 

Miller to "raise questions about the action and agentive capacity of the writer or speaker 

in the context of the presumably agentless motion of the mechanized audience" (2008, 

p. 140).  

 On the basis of her survey, Miller concludes that the idea of automated 

assessment is met with resistance because it effectively leaves students "in a rhetorical 

desert" (145). Agency, she argues, is "a property of the rhetorical event" (137) as 

rhetoric must be performed, be addressed to an audience and involve interaction in 

order to count as meaningful action. Interaction is  

 

what creates the kinetic energy of performance and puts it to rhetorical 

use. Agency, then, is not only the property of an event, it is the property of 

a relationship between rhetor and audience. There are at least two subjects 

within a rhetorical situation, and it is their interaction, through attributions 

they make about each other and understand each other to be making, that 

we constitute as agency. (150) 

 

Despite her emphasis on the mutual attribution of agency that energizes the rhetorical 

situation, Miller in her discussion consistently considers both oral and written 
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communication. Even if "the writing situation mystifies us with the absence of the 

performed event" (146), a useful concept of agency would, observes Miller, "view all 

text as having a performative dimension" (ibid., my italics).  

 This point is important when we turn to the two movies in which the 

performance of writing is absent in very literal ways. Both Kubrick and Allen may be 

said to invert Miller's invention by portraying automation not of the audience, but of the 

rhetorical performance – by way of mechanical typing (Jack) and of stealing another 

person's manuscript (Roy). Insofar as the two writers are possessed by agency, they are 

possessed in dysfunctional ways. 

 From an elaborate metaphor or allegory (Lundberg and Gunn's séance), 

over an even more elaborate thought experiment (Miller's AutoSpeech-EasyTM) that 

have informed discussions of rhetorical agency, I turn finally to motion pictures that 

became central to an ensuing theoretical debate. Sonja K. Foss, William J. C. Waters 

and Bernard J. Armada started it by studying a German film, Tom Tywker's Run Lola 

Run (Lola Rennt) from 1998, as a model for their concept of "agentic orientation" 

(“Toward a Theory of Agentic Orientation: Rhetoric and Agency in Run Lola Run”,  

Communication Theory 17, 2007, pp. 205-230). Tywker's film presents, in turn, three 

different versions of the same story about Lola (played by Franka Potente) who is given 

twenty minutes to raise 100,000 German Marks to save her boyfriend from being 

assassinated by the mafia. In the first rendering of her run through the city, Lola herself 

dies in the end; in the second version, her boyfriend dies; but in the third run, fairytale-

like, Lola manages to raise the money, saving the day and both of their lives. Foss, 

Waters and Armada interpret the relative success of these "runs" in terms of three 

different attitudes or agentic orientations on Lola's part, i.e., three different manners of 

interpreting and acting upon structural constraints. During the first run, Lola orients 

herself as a victim of her circumstances; in the second run as a supplicant towards 

people around her, and then finally, the third time around, as a self-reliant director of 

her scene. The third orientation is presented as exemplary.  

 This provokes a (well-argued if remarkably harsh) response from Joshua 

Gunn and Dana Cloud, who refer to the concept of a director's agentic orientation as 

"magical voluntarism" (“Agentic Orientation as Magical Voluntarism”, Communication 

Theory 20, 2010, pp. 50-78). As Gunn and Cloud point out, Lola's way of directing her 
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scene includes decidedly unrhetorical moves as, for instance, pitching a scream at a 

casino at a level that somehow causes the roulette ball to fall in place at number 20 – 

where Lola has placed her money. As a model for rhetorical agency, such magical 

voluntarism, argue Gunn and Cloud, is overly reliant on constructivism and is 

characterized by "a belief in wish fulfillment through visualization and the imagination; 

and a commitment to radical individualism and autonomy" (2010, p. 71). The theory of 

Foss et al. would, they suggest, be better illustrated by a completely different popular 

movie, namely The Secret (2006, produced by Rhonda Byrne), a self-help classic that 

turns on the idea that human beings may attract wealth and good health by way of 

positive thinking. Like The Secret, the theory of agentic orientation "amplifies the 

powers of imagination in a manner that is said to transcend material conditions, 

including the laws of nature" (Gunn and Cloud, “Magical Voluntarism”, 71) and leads, 

in Gunn and Cloud's critique, to both "narcissistic complacency, regressive infantilism, 

and elitist arrogance" (ibid., p. 52ff). The two argue, instead, for a more materialist and, 

in line with Carolyn Miller, dialectical understanding of agency (ibid., pp. 50, 55-56) 

which takes interaction as well as contingency and constraint seriously. 

 Linking rhetorical theory to popular film in this way strikes me as 

productive as it connects rhetorical theory to cultural doxa in a very explicit manner. By 

virtue of being artistically scripted, films may, like the elaborate metaphor or the 

thought experiment, explore and reveal the cultural currency of particular interpretations 

of agency. What is more, by virtue of being dramatized, movies offer interpretations of 

agency that are situated in particular circumstances. Cinematic stories are typically less 

concerned with the rhetorical artefacts produced in the narrative and more with the 

perceived possibility conditions of rhetoric. In the case of the Kubrick and Allen 

movies, to which we now turn, these possibility conditions concern the potential agency 

of writing as evoked by the aesthetics and generalized ethos of "the writer". 

 

The Aesthetics of the Writing Space as a Promise of Agency 

In both of the movies we follow a man who has temporarily adopted a lifestyle that 

promises to enable his agency as a writer and who is supported in these efforts by his 

wife, if only up to point. In Stanley Kubrick's 1980 adaptation of Stephen King's The 

Shining, we follow the former schoolteacher and alcoholic Jack Torrance (Jack 
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Nicholson), who is offered a job as caretaker of a big hotel in the Colorado Mountains 

while the hotel is closed down for the winter. During his job interview early in the film, 

Jack is warned that the snowy winter will bring on a "tremendous sense of isolation", to 

which Jack replies with confidence that "that just happens to be exactly what I'm 

looking for. I'm outlining a new writing project, and five months of peace is just what I 

want" (Kubrick, 5:27-5:46). He accepts the job and moves in with his wife and their 

young son, setting up his Adler typewriter with pencils and a stack of fresh paper 

alongside it on a huge, dark wooden desk in the centre of a majestic lounge room with 

galleries and large windows; an iconically attractive setup for a writing project. 

 We soon learn, however, that the writing is slow. Jack responds to 

encouragement from his wife Wendy (Shelley Duvall) by engaging politely in 

conversation, but his remarks are delivered with raised eyebrows and in an overbearing, 

increasingly sarcastic tone to indicate that his writing troubles are not as easy to handle 

as she might think: 

 

Wendy: [...] How about taking me for a walk after you finish your 

breakfast? 

Jack: I suppose I ought to do some writing first  

Wendy: Any ideas yet? 

Jack: Lots of ideas, no good ones 

Wendy: Well, something will come. It's just a matter of settling back into 

the habit of writing every day 

Jack: Yep, that's all it is ... 

(24:10-24:40)  

 

In the following scene, the camera pans from a blank sheet of paper in Jack’s typewriter 

to Jack playing ball up against a wall. The writing is slow, and Jack’s sarcasm soon 

turns into unreasonable aggression. Jack is taking a deep breath and clearing his throat 

and, next, tearing up a piece of writing paper and hitting his forehead as he protects his 

writing space from Wendy's intrusion: 

 

 Jack: I'm not being grouchy, I just want to finish my work. 
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Wendy: Okay. I understand. I'll come back later on with a couple of 

sandwiches for you and ... maybe you'll let me read something then? 

(30:20-30:37) 

 

By offering to read along, Wendy sensibly offers Jack a sense of agency in Carolyn 

Miller’s sense, a chance to address and interact, but this is plainly rejected as 

counterproductive: 

 

Jack: Wendy, let me explain something to you. Whenever you come in 

here and interrupt me, you're breaking my concentration, you're 

distracting me, and it will then take me time to get back to where I was, 

understand? 

Wendy: Yeah. 

Jack: Fine. Now we're gonna make a new rule. Whenever I'm in here and 

you hear me typing, or whether you don't hear me typing, or what the fuck 

you hear me doing in here, when I am in here that means that I am 

working, that means don't come in.  Now do you think you can handle 

that? 

(30:38-31:20) 

 

Jack clearly attempts to keep his wife at bay in order to maintain the impression that he 

is writing and doing an important piece of creative work. The nature of the scheduled 

writing project is not specified, but in one scene we see a scrapbook with newspaper 

clippings lying open next to Jack while he is working so we get a very general hint that 

some sort of historical research forms the base of his work. We also get the impression 

that he is losing his sense of reality and proportion when their son is hurt under strange 

circumstances and Wendy suggests that they leave the hotel to see a doctor: 

 

Jack: It is so fucking typical of you to create a problem like this when I 

finally have a chance to accomplish something. When I'm really into my 

work. I could really write my own ticket if I went back to Boulder now, 
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couldn't I? Shovelling out driveways, work in a car wash – any of that 

appeal to you? 

Wendy: Jack... 

Jack: Wendy, I have let you fuck up my life so far, but I'm not going to let 

you fuck this up! 

 (1:01:25-1:01:54) 

 

He speaks partly in stock phrases ("really into my work", "write my own ticket", ”fuck 

up my life”) which signals the oncoming breakdown of communication. Jack is 

possessed by other powers in a serious way – by spirits or by the hotel as such – as 

suggested by the twisted soundtrack and ominous crosscutting to events in the hotel that 

only Jack or his young son is experiencing. It turns out that Jack’s writing is completely 

automated. Jack has not been writing – processing knowledge or addressing anyone – 

he has been typing (as he himself accurately phrased it above) the same sentence over 

and over. His manuscript is carefully laid out, switching between conventional textual 

formats with what looks like indented quotes, dialogue, poetry, running prose, typos, 

except for repeating again and again the line: All work and no play makes Jack a dull 

boy. Wendy Torrance's discovery of her husband's meaningsless and mechanized 

rhetoric (1:14:33-1:17:20) is a legendary, horrifying highpoint of the film, after which 

their interaction develops into senseless arguments and, finally, bloody violence.3 The 

particular proverb, All work and no play..., ironically confirms that a walk outside with 

his wife and son, who went, instead, on their own, before the snow came and they all 

became snowbound, would have been a good idea and prevented some of the madness 

of Jack's isolation.  

In this manner, Jack Torrance is effectively lost in what Carolyn Miller 

referred to as a ”rhetorical desert”, with no skill or ambition left in terms of establishing 

	
3 As previously pointed out in a blog post (Isager, Christine: "Skrækindjagende 
skriveprocesser" ["Horrifying Writing Processes"], Videnskab.dk, 21.03.2014: 
http://videnskab.dk/blog/skraekindjagende-skriveprocesser, visited 02.12.2015), a 
similar scene occurs in Lars von Trier's Antichrist (2009) where the husband (played by 
Willem Dafoe) intrudes on the wife's writing space to discover, as he leafs through her 
notes, that her academic prose has developed into still simpler sentences and still more 
clumsy and eventually unreadable handwriting.	
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rhetorical agency. Noone is even being addressed. In her development of Miller’s 

conception af rhetorical agency as a mutual attribution, Elisabeth Hoff-Clausen has 

highlighted trust as precondition of making such attributions at all (Hoff-Clausen, 

Elisabeth: "Retorisk handlekraft hviler på tillid" ["Rhetorical Agency: An Attribution 

Based on Trust"]. Rhetorica Scandinavica 54, 2010, pp. 49-66;). She argues that  

 

rhetorical exchanges are not just conditioned by the trustworthiness we 

ascribe to a speaker [i.e., ethos]. […] When we attribute agency to others, 

speaking or listening to them, we entrust them with an opportunity to 

affect us and exert social influence (i.e., we make ourselves vulnerable). 

We are not disposed to do so unless we trust ourselves […]; trust the other 

party involved in the event […]; and, to some basic degree, trust the 

societal instituions regulating the interaction” (Hoff-Clausen, Elisabeth: 

"Attributing Rhetorical Agency in a Crisis of Trust: Danske Bank's Act of 

Public Listening after the Credit Collapse". Rhetoric Society Quarterly 

43(5), 2013, pp. 425-448). 

 

In Kubrick's portrayal of Jack Torrance, the writer does not trust himself enough to trust 

even his wife as a provisional substitute for a rhetorical audience. Societal institutions 

never enter into the picture except as abstract dynamics that constrain and alienate Jack 

and ultimately become irrelevant, because he remains isolated–in the snowbound 

mountain hotel, in his writing space, and in his own mind. In this manner, the dialectical 

or interactional nature of rhetorical agency and its foundation in trust is confirmed by 

way of negation. What the film adds to this, is and understanding of the visual 

aesthetics of the writing space and the ethos of "the writer" in a generalized sense as 

effective, immediately appealing factors that indicate a potential for rhetorical agency. 

As Miller said, "the writing situation mystifies us with the absence of the performed 

event" (146). The fact that the writing situation also holds promise of performed events 

makes it apt material for film.  

 

Plagiarism and the Desperate Rhetorical Agent 
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In Woody Allen's You Will Meet a Tall Dark Stranger (2010), Roy Channing (Josh 

Brolin) is initially placed in an attractive writing space too: at a desk by a sash window 

in the bedroom of an old London apartment fitted with bookshelves and modern art. 

Roy lives there with his wife Sally (Naomi Watts), who works in an art gallery. Roy is 

struggling to finish a book manuscript to follow up on a first, moderately successful 

novel, and Sally, who is eager to move on with her career and have children, is losing 

patience. That is to say, trust attributed at the personal level weakens day by day. When 

the manuscript is finally done, and Roy's publisher has finally called back about it, Roy 

loses his self-trust and does not even attempt to keep up appearances: 

 

Roy: Well, that’s it. They rejected my novel. They don’t think it ”comes 

off". "Not my best work." "Try harder." [ ... ] I can’t try harder. That’s all 

I have in me [...] 

Helena (Sally's mother): [ ... ] If writing is not in your future, medicine is a 

noble way to earn a living. 

Roy: Are you thick? I am never gonna be a doctor, okay? That boat sailed 

years ago, okay? You got it? Maybe I'll be a chauffeur or a messenger. So, 

your daughter married badly. Now can you get the hell out? 

Sally: How can you ask her to get out when she is the one paying the rent? 

 (52:21-53:46) 

 

Like Jack, who evoked the idea of shovelling driveways or washing cars back in 

Boulder, Roy humiliates himself by his own standards (and not just those of his mother-

in-law) by calling attention to his relatively unassuming alternatives to a writing career 

("Maybe ... a chauffeur or a messenger"). The reality of the situation does seem to sink 

in with him in this scene, as he confirms that he trusts the judgment of the publishers as 

a societal institution with standards that he himself has failed to live up to: "[The 

publishers] are knowledgable men, so I guess it doesn't come off. [...] I have to face it. I 

was a one-book fluke" (54:02-54:09). 

 This is where the narrative of Roy's writing project might have ended. Yet, 

in the comic spirit of the Allen's film, Roy is reminded that, from a distance, he does not 

actually look like a fluke. His beautiful, guitar-playing neighbour, Dia (Freida Pinto), 
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has confessed that she has been watching him write from her apartment across the 

street: 

 

 Roy: You know I write?  

 Dia: I see you too, you know. 

 [...]  

 Roy: [Y]ou don't bother me [by playing your guitar]. You inspire me. 

 Dia:  Perfect, I've always wanted to be someone's muse.  

 (35:03-35-17) 

 

While Sally finally makes up her mind to ask for divorce, Dia has, as the cheerful voice-

over lets us know, developed “strong romantic ideas about sharing her life with a 

writer" (1:01:12-1:01:20). In order to live up to this attractive view of himself and his 

potential, Roy jumps at a chance to steal a full book manuscript from a talented friend 

who is killed (or so Roy is told) in a car accident. Roy has the stolen manuscript 

accepted for publication by the same publishing agent, Malcom Dodds (Alex 

MacQueen), who just rejected his own manuscript.  

 Through this act of plagiarism, Roy puts on a show of skill and of 

knowing and receives a lot of praise for his (stolen) work at the expense of his (actual) 

previous work, which makes for great situational ironies: 

 

Dodds: We don't just want it [for publication], we are absolutely ecstatic! 

Everybody, I mean, literally everybody who has read it has been knocked 

out. Bill Cousin [?] said to me, he said: 'I can't believe the same man who 

wrote his last two books wrote this one.' I mean, nothing you've done 

could prepare us for it! (1:14:48-1:15:04) 

 

Dia's father, who is presented as a literary connoisseur, also compliments Roy for his 

intimate knowledge of the material: 

 

Father: Your book is really riveting. 

Roy: Oh thank you, thanks. 
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Father: You obviously must have spent a lot of time in Ireland and 

Scotland?  

Roy: Uh ... Some ... I, yeah, yeah, I did, I've done a lot of research, a lot of 

research.  

Dia: I thought you told me you've never been to Ireland?  

Roy: I've ... Northern Ireland ... but I've been to other places. I've been to 

Connemara ... is one of the places I've been ... 

Father: I loved so much the style of your writing, you know. Each word 

clicks along the page, and your characters are so, so original, almost 

startling! (1:01:21-1:01:59) 

 

The father's good taste and judgement add to the impression of Dia as a character who, 

at least until meeting Roy, represents a high level of commitment and cultivation of 

genuine skill and knowledge. This contrast is emphazised, for instance, when Roy asks 

her out for lunch on a whim, and she accepts, but asks for half an hour to finish her 

work first. Moreover, it turns out that, despite all the guitar-playing, she is not mainly a 

musician but plays a number of instruments on the side while working to earn a PhD in 

musicology. 

 The setup of Roy and Dia eyeing each other across the street and being 

equally fascinated by what they see, stresses the point that a genuine and a poor level of 

skill may appear equally persuasive at a distance. Yet, while Roy (and the audience of 

the movie) can actually hear that Dia plays well, Dia is in no position to see that Roy 

may not be able to live up to the aesthetics he has established around his writing life. 

With his mother-in-law paying the rent, he has not personally earned the lifestyle of 

their neighbourhood, so to speak, and neither, as we know, has he written the "riveting" 

book which is based on a thorough knowledge of places that Roy himself has never 

visited.  

 The relations of trust that Roy has established on false grounds in relation 

to his love interest Dia, his friends and the publisher are fragile which is stressed by the 

unebearable situational ironies and, again, failing communication (cf. Roy's faltering 

("Uh ..." , "I've ...") and deperate emphasis ("a lot of research") in response to other 

people's straight and bona fide questions). Indeed, without the self-trust what ultimately 
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holds Roy up as a rhetorical agent is the trust invested in him by his surroundings. As 

we know from Miller and Hoff-Clausen, however, rhetorical agency is not a one-way 

phenomenon but, indeed, a mutual attribution based on trust. The delayed performance 

and privacy of Roy's writing process has bought him time to meet his own positive 

expectations as well as those of his spouse and surroundings. Yet, when his self-trust is 

finally gone ("I'm a one-book fluke"), the trust of others becomes constraining rather 

than enabling in terms of rhetorical agency. This pressure leads Roy to betray their trust 

which eventually stands to consume him completely as a rhetorical agent. 

 

Séance 

In the prologue to You Will Meet a Tall Dark Stranger, the voice-over narrator tells us 

that: "Shakespeare said life was full of sound and fury and, in the end, signified 

nothing", and the film closes again with a reference to "our little tale of sound and fury 

signifying nothing. And one has to wonder, given all of life’s uncertainty and pain, how 

do we get through it? Well, as Sally told Roy, sometimes the illusions work better than 

the medicine." This reference to illusions is made in reference to Helena, Sally's mother, 

who recovers from a personal crisis after her divorce from Sally's father by spending a 

number of encouraging sessions with (and her money on) a fortune teller and, next, 

becomes romantically involved with a spiritualist who runs an occult bookshop and 

gathers friends for séances. This does no harm to Helena herself for the time being, but 

the fortune teller's financial advice, for instance, turns out to have great consequences 

for the lives of people around her. This particular motif brings us back to Lundberg and 

Gunn and their image of the ouija board. Both Stanley Kubrick and Woody Allen play 

with the contrast and overlap between social, material, and psychological circumstances 

that make it undecidable who is acting on what, or what is acting on whom. In the case 

of Jack Torrance and Roy's mother-in-law, their brush with supernatural forces may be 

hallucinations (Jack) or illusions (Helena), but it still constrains their actions as well as 

the people around them in a highly material manner by creating alienation and tension – 

and horror and comedy. The pressure make Jack and Roy resume to mechanical,  acts of 

"writing", Jack and Roy create their own "rhetorical desert" ending up either dead, 

caught in deep snow, (Jack), or living on in fear of exposure and complete humiliation 

(Roy). 
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Conclusion: The Horror and Comedy of Signifying Nothing 

This study of Stanley Kubrick's horrific and Woody Allen's comic scenarios show how 

the visual rhetoric of the two films highlights the aesthetic and social side of written 

rhetorical action. The films are able to make its immediate appeal and promise present 

for appreciation if only to produce, next, a strong sense of alienation in viewers, as the 

narratives unfold to expose the pretentious deceit of the particular writer. So, on the one 

hand, they confirm the dialectical understanding of rhetorical agency as an interplay 

between indviduals and their social and material circumstances. The films take note of 

"the particular circumstances and material specificity of a given event" (Gunn and 

Cloud, 2010, 73). The two directors do so by presenting a highly generalized, visually 

based narrative of "writing" and "the writer", displaying how social conventions, 

including the particular delay and temporary privacy and the aesthetics of writing itself, 

serve to nurture trust in the writer and his rhetorical agency. Indeed, both movies 

emphasize personal trust as a very concrete precondition for social trust. Moreover, they 

display how such trust may, of course, sometimes turn out to unwarranted, betrayed, or 

lost for any number of reasons, social or material and reduce, before our eyes, the 

potential of a writer's agency to a mad or vain illusion. 

 To sum up, the cinematic narratives are apt to portray writing as empty of 

agency: as a mere show of knowing. The potential rhetorical action, "the book", is 

ruthlessly nipped in the bud in both of these films before becoming rhetorical. Still, 

what the very comedy and horror of the scenarios suggest is that it might have worked 

under different circumstances, and that, for better or worse, the aesthetics of the writing 

space remains a source of positive social expectations that enables people to operate as 

promising rhetorical agents in society. 
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